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TV Center - Television of Eternal Values

677 CITIES IN RUSSIA
IN THE COVERAGE AREA

20 YEARS
IN THE AIR

103 MILLIONS
VIEWERS IN RUSSIA
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TV Center - universal
concept of broadcasting

CULTURAL
and EDUCATIONAL

12%
32%

INFORMATION and
CURRENT AFFAIRS
ENTERTAINMENT
and ART

«ТV Center» is a socially oriented TV
channel with a universal concept of
broadcasting.
The artistic, entertainment, cultural
and educational projects of the TV
channel prevail in the total volume
of broadcasting.
Data source: “TV Center”

56%

Thematic blocks in % of the total volume of broadcasting
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TV Center is a leader
by audience share in Moscow

MEN and WOMEN

18+

Data source: TNS Media, 2017

Saturday, July 22, 2017
21:00 to 02:00, 18+
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ТV Center is a leader in film
and TV series prime time
WOMEN

40 +

«ТV Center» stably leads on
weekends in films and TV series
block among the female audience
of 40 and older due to the
popularity of the premier
television series of its own
production.
* «TV CENTER» network
Data source: TNS Russia, TV Index, Moscow, women
between the ages of 45 to 65 years and older,
February-June 2017.

Share of audience in Moscow on weekends
in the interval from 17:00 to 23:00
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ТV Center is a leader in sociopolitical
broadcasting in prime time
MEN

40 +

«TV Center» stably leads on
weekends in the informational and
analytical block among the male
audience of 40 and older, the
competition in which in Russia is
particularly strong.
* ”TV CENTER” network.
Data source: TNS Russia, TV Index, Moscow, men aged
45 to 65 years and older, February-June 2017

Audience share in Russia on Saturdays in the interval from 21:00 to 3:30
Audience share in Moscow on weekends In the interval from 17:00 to 22:00
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TV Center–International
AUDIENCE
DISTRIBUTION
MEDIA INDICATORS

ТV Center-International

TV Channel Advantages
• Bright, positive, calm:
• Life - affirming;
• With a thoughtful
and objective
analysis of
customs;
• Without production
plots;
• Is watched by the
whole family.

People choose it
because…
• No Aggression;
• Causes pleasant
nostalgia;
• Better than anyone
else shows Moscow
life and attractions;
• It is interesting for
mature viewers and
not boring for young;
• With intelligent
submission.

32 MILLION VIEWERS
WORLDWIDE
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TV Center-International
Distribution Worldwide
OUR PARTNERS:
FINLAND
SWEDEN
NORWAY

CANADA

USA

UK
GERMANY
SPAIN
ITALY
CYPRUS

AUSTRIA
BELGIUM
Netherlands
Switzerland
FRANCE

ESTONIA
LATVIA
LITHUANIA

BELARUS
BULGARIA
Hungary
Ukraine
MOLDOVA
Poland

TURKEY

ISRAEL UAE

Romania
SERBIA
Slovakia
Slovenia
Croatia
Czech Rep

AZERBAIJAN
ARMENIA
GEORGIA
KAZAKHSTAN

KYRGYZSTAN
UZBEKISTAN
Tajikistan

AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND

and many others…

MORE THAN 40 COUNTRIES
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ТV Center-International
Target Audience
Main TV channel Target
Audience is viewers 40 +

50 +

38%
24%

«TV Center-International»
programmes are more interesting
for middle-aged and 40+ viewers.
89 % of the TV Channel target
audience are viewers aged 40
years and over

14%
13%
5%

1% 1%

18-24
25-39

4%

Data Source: Mediascope,
TV Index 1st half of 2017.

MEN
WOMEN

40-49
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NEW
TV SEASON 2018

Live Broadcasts
from Festivals and Concerts
Special projects on TVC-International
(TVCI
further)
exclusive
broadcasts from main Russian and
Moscow public events: festivals,
holidays, concerts and other
significant events of a national
scale (the Victory Day parade on
May 9, the International Festival of
Military Orchestras "Spasskaya
Tower", live broadcasts from
Poklonnaya Hill on Victory Day,
broadcast of Easter Vespers from
the Cathedral of Christ the Savior,
etc.).
TV shows of concerts and
presentations, notable cultural
events.
These projects allocate TVCI from a
number of other TV channels and
attract a huge TV audience.
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Modern Films and TV Series
One of the key and most narrowminded TVCI projects - a line of
popular Russian feature films and
serials, a significant part of which is
broadcasted by the TVCI in the
format of the premiere.
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Talk Show
«The Wife. Love Story»
In the studio, the author and
presenter of the programme, Kira
Proshutinskaya, talks with her
guests about what it means to be a
wife in our time.
The heroines of the programme are
very different: the wives of
celebrities, who are known by
themselves; the wives of the stars
who remain in the shadow of their
husbands; known women, whose
spouses are unfamiliar to the
general public; women are legends,
behind which are already several
marriages; Young stars who have
just started their family life.
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Тalk Show «Мy Hero»
Author's programme of the Russian
famous writer, master of the
detective genre Tatyana Ustinova the interview with her guest, who
is celebrity known throughout the
country.

The host of the programme seems
to be writing a book about her
guest: brings to the fore minor
events
seemingly
from
his
biography, which suddenly turn out
to be important up to the point of
emergency.
As a result, a person about whom
everything seems to be aware, or,
in any case, a lot is being
re-discovered.
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Entertainment Programmes
The popular culinary programme
"The Lady and the Cook" attracts
spectators who equally appreciate the
original recipes for cooking and the
sense of humor of TV presenter-real
kitchen wonders

The programme ”The Shelter of
Comedians" is a meeting in the
form of an actor's "cabbage" with
old friends-favorite artists, wellknown to all television viewers.
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Gold Fund of Soviet
Cinema and TV Series
Every day TVCI offers to all its
viewers the best classic films and
TV Series from the collection of the
"Golden Fund" of Soviet cinema.
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Popular TV Series for Season 2018
MELODRAMA
«TO LIVE
FURTHER», 2013.
(12 series)

DETECTIVE
«ALL FROM THE
BEGINNING», 2013.
(4 series)

Cast: Ekaterina Vasilyeva, Evgeny
Steblov,
Maria
Mashkova,
Vladimir Epifantsev, Kirill Kyaro,
Sergei Ugryumov, Yury Baturin,
Irina Kupchenko and others.

Cast: Kirill Kyaro, Natalia Antonova,
Georgy Dronov, Vladimir Litvinov,
Andrei Frolov, Yulia Takshina and
others.

Director: Nurbek Egen

Director: Daria Poltoratskaya

Plot: Vera - a young woman (28
years old), having experienced a
personal drama, decides to get a
job as a visiting patron.
Completely dedicated herself to
the problems of other people,
Vera hopes to escape from her
own. But, having entered the
slippery path of good deeds, the
heroine falls into amazing stories.

Plot: prisoner Pavel Stakhov
receives a medical opinion: he has
only six months to live. During a
virtuoso organized escape, Paul
imitates his death. His only desire is
to get out of the grille and pick up
his daughter Katya from the
orphanage.
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Popular TV Series for Season 2018
MELODRAMA
«LUCKY PASHKA», 2011.
(12 series)

DRAMA
«STRANGER’S
FACE», 2011.
(8 series)

Cast: Igor Petrenko,
Anastasia Chirkova, Andrei
Urgant, Arthur Vakha, Yury
Baturin, Ekaterina
Kudrinskaya and others.

Cast:
Alexander
Domogarov,
Alexander
Rapoport,
Oleg
Shtefanko, Alexander Pashutin,
Tatyana Kolganova and others.

Director: Alexandra Butko

Director: Sergey Basin

Plot:
life often gave Pashka
generous gifts, and he began to
take them for granted. An
independent project, a luxurious
apartment and a beautiful Marina
- all this darling of fate, the thirtyyear-old Pavel Golubev, will lose in
a moment, when a smile of
fortune turns into a malicious grin.

Plot: the intrigue is twisted around
two men, different in character,
profession and in fact, but very
similar
in appearance: the
emigrant dentist Roman Stavinsky
and the officer of the General Staff
Sergei Yuryshev. Both roles are
played by Alexander Domogarov.
Fate brings them together and
changes places. Will they be
happier from this?
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Popular TV Series for Season 2018
DETECTIVE
«PURE SAMPLE»,
2011. (8 series)

MELODRAMA
«VIKTORIYA»,
2012. (8 series)

Cast: Tatiana Arntgolts, Alexey
Makarov, Evgeniy Pronin, Daniil
Kokin, Egor Bakulin and others.

Cast: Tatyana Arntgolts, Alexander
Ratnikov, Katarina Radivojevic,
Sergei Peregudov, Rajiv Sinitsyn,
David Jalishvili and others.

Director: Alexey Prazdnikov
Plot: ecologist Julia did not
suspect what would turn out her
studies in the vicinity of the
Siberian town. The girl is attacked
by stealing samples of soils that
do not seem to have any value.
The only witness of the accident
is killed under mysterious
circumstances. A friend of the
deceased,
Andrei
(Eugene
Pronin), is looking for the guilty.
Acquainted with Julia, he helps
her to resist the head of the
district police department Sheriff.

Director: Andrey Dzhunkovsky

Plot: Victoria is a happy mother
and wife. Her husband serves in a
distant military garrison. A
frequent visitor to their family is
Yuri, a friend of his childhood, who
has long and hopelessly fallen in
love with Victoria: he refused a
career in the capital to always be
close to his beloved. One day,
Victoria's husband is lost in the
mountains. And a year later her
son also disappears. Together with
Yuri, she goes to search for her
family in complete dangers and
adventures to the eastern country.
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«ABVGDeyka»
Heroes, familiar from Childhood
"ABVGDeyka, ABVGDeyka is a study
and a game, ABVGDeyka, ABVGDEKA - it's time for the children to
know the ABC ...", under this motto,
this entertaining and teaching
programme for preschool children
with little interruptions has been on
the air for more than 30 years.
The lessons in ABVGDeyka are a fun
play. Constant characters of the
programme: clowns Klepa, Roma
Romashkin, Shpilka and teacher
Ksenia Sergeevna teach small
audience literacy, numeracy, traffic
rules and other important wisdom.
And the postman's letters are
brought by the postman Pechkin.
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The Best National Animation
To the smallest viewers TVCI
regularly gives a meeting with kind
and developing cartoons. Not only
children, but also adults will
appreciate the widest choice of
time-tested cartoons! And on the
weekend on the screen - a filmfairy tale from the "Golden Fund"
of national domestic cinema.
IN THE NEW SEASON 2018:
"Geese-swans"
"The Tale of a Fisherman and a
Fish"
"The Scarlet Flower"
"Sister Alenushka and Brother
Ivanushka"
"The Frog Princess"
“The Golden Antelope”
“Moydodyr”
“How the Cossacks played football"
“Kapitoshka”
…and plenty of other cartoons!
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Documentaries
«Mysteries of Our Cinema»
Favorite movies can be reviewed
many times, and they never get
bored. Moreover, we want to learn
about them as much as possible:
what's left off-screen, who was
tried for the main roles, where the
shooting took place.
The cycle ”Mysteries of Our
Cinema" included programmes
about such all favorite Soviet
movies as "Operation “Y” and
other adventures of Shurik",
"White Sun of the Desert", "Old
Man Khottabych", "Pirates of the
20th century”…and plenty of other
great films!

The Presenter: Ivan Usachev
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Documentaries
«Chronicles of Moscow Life»
For the author and presenter of
this documentary cycle, journalist
and writer Alexey Mitrofanov history is not only revolutions,
wars, changes of regimes and
leaders.

The main points of its history are
cultural,
social,
everyday
phenomena that determined the
private life of people. Sometimes
there are enough words "synthetic", "Stalin's houses",
"deficit", to describe whole
epochs.
TOPICS OF ISSUES:
"Soviet millionaires”
"The Kremlin Hunt”
"Struggle with privileges”
"Diagnosis for the leader” and etc.
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Consumer TV Show
"Natural Selection"
In
the
"Natural
Selection"
programme ordinary consumers,
experts and manufacturers meet
at one TV studio to discuss the
quality of different consumer
goods.

The opinions expressed by the
participants in the "Natural
selection” are supplemented or,
conversely, refuted by the data of
the
examinations
that
are
mandatory for the programme,
which are carried out in the
laboratory and in the television
studio.
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News and Analytics
«EVENTS»
The main daily TV Center and TVCI
information programme, dedicated
to the most important social,
political, economic and cultural news
of the day in Russia and abroad.
«P.S» - a weekly analytical
programme many years made by
Alexey Pushkov, which examines
key events taking place at home
and abroad. The programme is
distinguished by the weightiness of
assessments and conclusions, the
competence of experts, the
accuracy of facts and analysis.
«IN THE CENTRE OF EVENTS» with
Anna Prokhorova. Politics, society
and all the most unusual and
unexpected for the week – all in this
programme. There are many events
in the world and not only in high
spheres of politics and business.
Many of them, not included in TV
news releases, can prove to be
important and useful for viewers.
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Тalk Show «The Right to Vote»
"The Right to Vote" is a place for
discussion and an arena for
political
battles.
Here
the
presenter ask sharp questions of
the day and all the participants are
not limited with simple answers.
TVCI viewers want to hear all
points of view about where the
country is going and what do
citizens need.
This programme always gives a
microphone for those who are
unhappy about what is happening
around and does not want to be
silent. Because "Everyone has the
right to vote"!
The Presenter : Roman Babayan
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Talk Show «The Right to Know!»
«The Right to Know!» is one of
TVCI leading analytial projects
where different and sometimes
directly opposite views on the most
urgent issues of the week are
encountered.

The hero of the programme always
is a person who knows the urgent
problem more than anyone else.
He will have to respond to the
hard-hitting questions of experts chief editors and reviewers of
popular Russian mass media.
The Presenter: Dmitry Kulikov

The task of journalists is to tell the
hero everything that viewers want
and have the right to know.
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Talk Show «The Red Project»
«The Red Project» is the one and
only historical talk show on the
Russian TV, the participants of
which are famous politicians and
political scientists, writers and
directors, historians of different
directions - and all of them from
opposite positions discuss 100
years of the Russian State from the
February Revolution in 1917 to the
present days.

The Presenter: Dmitry Kulikov political scientist and publicist

Each issue of this programme is a
battle of opinions about how the
Russian revolutions differ from all
others, who started World War II,
who started a Cold War, into what
turned Gorbachev's reboot in the
end of 80-s...
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Russian «TEFI» Awards 2017
«ABVGDeyka» became the best
programme for children and youth.
The legendary programme, the
first issue of which was aired 43
years ago, WON against the "Gold
of the Nation" of ”RTR Planeta"
and The Channel’s ONE ”The Voice.
Kids”.
«The Last Hope Hotel» was
considered as the Best in the
nomination "Daytime TV Series."
This is an exciting adaptation of
one of the best novels by Tatyana
Ustinova. According to the plot,
ordinary people fall into the
maelstrom of incredible events.
Roman Babayan became the Best
presenter of social-political talk
shows on Russian TV prime time
which name is “The Right to Vote”

TEFI is a Russian National Television Award for the highest achievements in the field of Television and Arts. The Award was
established by the Academy of Russian Television Foundation in 1994. This is Russian analogue of the American “Emmy Awards”.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION
and CONTACTS

TV Center-International
Delivery from the Satellite

«ТV Center-International» (TVCI)
is available for viewing on the
territories covered by SES ASTRA
5B satellite (31.5° E.L) in a real
time all year around mode.
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Technical Information
Satellite : ASTRA 5B
Orbital position: 31.5° East
Band : Ku
Beam : Wide
Transponder : 5.219
Downlink frequency : 12070.50 MHz
Downlink polarization: Horizontal
Modulation : 8PSK
FEC : 3 / 4
Symbol rate : 30 МSymb/sec
Format : DVB-S2
Service name : TVCi
SID : 7590
Video PID : 7591
Audio PID : 7592
Compression : MPEG2
Encryption : Free to Air
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Thank you for Attention!
See you with TV Center-International

For cooperation
Sergey Piriev
Е-mail: spiriev@tvc.ru
Tel.: +7 (916) 979-87-40

